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Article Body:
Crane rental companies have a complete range of industrial cranes available for hire.

Even deciding what kind of crane you need is a complex process that will require you to provid
You have two options, Crane Rental, or a Contract Lifting Service
Crane Rental

Renting a crane is a much more complex procedure than you might expect if you are a first-time
As can be expected with any large piece of industrial machinery, there are complex health and

When renting a crane, conditions are the client must provide an appointed person and supply th
Renting cranes and plant is inevitably accompanied by risk. The cost of a modern mobile crane

As a customer renting a crane or other item of plant, you will have to satisfy the crane renta
1.
2.
3.
4.

Loss of, or damage to, the crane whilst on rental.
Continuing rental charges whilst the crane is under repairs
Injury to the operator.
Third party cover (injury to other parties, including damage to their property.)

Crane rental companies can arrange cover for loss of, or damage to, the crane whilst on hire a
Contract Lifts
In a contract lift, the crane rental company will choose the correct crane for the job, raise

A crane rental contract becomes a contract lift contract when the crane owner supplies the app

All crane rental companies offer a contract lift service. This relieves customers of the respo

In a contact lift, the customer is still responsible for providing accurate information relati

The preparation time required to produce the relevant method statements and risk assessments f
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